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TERT.AM
USE RULES OF MATERIALS PUBLISHED ON THE SITE
Guided by the RA law on "On Copyright և Related Rights" we are introducing "Tert AM" LLC (hereinafter
referred to as Right holder) rules for the use of copyrighted materials.
Published texts, authored և other texts translations, videos, photos, graphics, other images, audio-visual
works (hereinafter each separately or together - "Material") on tert.am website (hereinafter referred to as
"Website") are considered Materials, belonging to the Right holder.
Reproduction, distribution, translation, processing, any kind of transformation, broadcasting,
public display by cable or similar means և any use of other means of any Material belonging to the Right
holder must be carried out as follows:
The user undertakes:
1. When using the Material, mention the name of the Right holder Site in the title as follows: "tert.am", at
the same time:
2. When using the Material, include the following in the first paragraph of the text: "THIS IS REPORTED BY
TERT.AM" or "TERT.AM INFORMS ABOUT THIS".
At the same time, the word "tert.am" in the text should contain a hyperlink of the Material used and differ
by the highlighted blue color (royal blue).
The font and the font size of the claim provided for in the second point of these Rules must be the same as
the main text to be published.
3. Regardless of the amount of Material used: Extract(s) do not reveal the essential part of the Item when
reproducing.
4. When using the Material exclude negative effect on Right holder's potential readers, number of
viewers and on the volume of used Material.
5. Include the following in the Material used: "THE READER OF THE MATERIAL CAN READ IN THE
INITIAL SOURCE ".
At the same time, the word "source" should have straightforward reference (hyperlink) to the material
used and differ by the highlighted blue color (royal blue). The font and the font size of the claim provided for
in paragraph 5 of these Rules must be identical to the main text to be published.
6. Photo(s)s', graphic image(s)s' and other video materials', belonging to the Right holder, in case of being
used, the quantity should not exceed 3 (three), while maintaining the Right holder's logo (name, logo և
other logos) on the materials by watermark tool.
7. When the Material is being broadcasted on television (including Internet) and/or radio, at the end of each
program, indicate (announce) the name of the Right holder, "tert.am", as a source.
RESPONSIBILITY

The use of the Material with the violation of any of the requirements of these rules is considered the
violation of the copyright of the Right holder և leads to the responsibility provided by the Republic of
Armenia's legislation.
Legal protection of the conditions provided by these rules are derived from the RA Civil Code, law on "On
Copyright և Related Rights" and Legislative regulating the field and by-law legal acts.

NOTIFICATION
The Right holder reserves the right to change these rules of use without any special notice.

